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hidden treasures

In their gem of a shop, two women happily
blur the line between business and
friendship. At their vintage-furniture store,
they showcase unique finds, offer design
inspiration, and even entertain friends.

pa r t y n o w
Beyond serving as a
canvas for Clover
Design’s decorating
ideas, the greenhouse is also used to
host dinner parties.
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I N S I D E AN 1 8TH - C E N TURY barn in
Bedford, New York, where apples
once sat in wooden bins, rosewood
tables and art deco mirrors now
mingle with midcentury lamps and
animal-hide rugs. Some pieces are
slightly worn, others a bit crooked,
but each has personality. “We like
things to be a bit unusual,” says the
shop’s co-owner, Courtney McGinnis. “It’s that one unexpected item
that helps a room look lived in.”
McGinnis, a former fashion
stylist, and her husband bought
their property three years ago.
(Its main house was a lively tavern
that served hard cider hundreds
of years ago.) She started Clover
Design in 2009 with the help of
her longtime pal Samantha O’Brien,
who had worked for an interior
designer and shared a passion for
collecting. (For their tips on treasurehunting, see page 97.)

Both are committed fans of
midcentury modern but also have
a weakness for ethnic textiles,
natural elements (like antlers and
hides), and quirkily repurposed
items (like a Moroccan birdcage
used as a light fixture). Located
right off the town’s main street, the
barn is a surprisingly low-key
place where neighbors pop in to
check out new acquisitions.
The relaxed, come-one-comeall vibe infuses every aspect of
the business. The women, each of
whom is a mom of three, use the
barn’s adjoining greenhouse to
entertain friends and clients. Inside the glass-enclosed space,
they set mix-and-match place settings on the burlap-covered
potting tables. “When it comes to
decorating, we like things a little
more loved,” says McGinnis. “We
don’t have any rules.”

U N C O M M O N g oods
Clockwise from top left
McGinnis sets up for a
party in the greenhouse.
Her daughters, Lucy and
Rowan, with O’Brien’s
son, Bryce, on the lawn.
A view of the Clover
Design barn and its secondhand finds.
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Lighten Your
Morning
huntin g
with Clover

A Truly Natural & Delicious
Zero-Calorie Sweetener

Five tips for shopping vintage from the
Clover Design partners.
1. Keep an eye out for pieces with
unusual lines, whether in the style of
leg or the shape of a tabletop.
2. Look for vintage furniture with
a modern sensibility, whether in the
style of Nakashima or Royère.
3. Ask yourself if the piece has an
ability to hold its own as a piece of
sculpture, beyond its basic utility.
4. Remember: New upholstery
or paint can transform a diamond
in the rough.
5. Don’t be afraid to mix textures,
materials, or time periods. It’s these
layers that give a home personality.

b est- d r es s e d b A R N
From top A cowhide
chair in the style of 1960s
designer Tony Paul sits
beneath a midcentury-style
spider lamp. McGinnis
arranges a display of vintage glassware.

www.WholesomeSweeteners.com
1.800.680.1896
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